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Abstract

Using a city-week panel of US ride-sharing markets created by Uber,
we estimate the effects of sudden fare changes on market outcomes, fo-
cusing on the supply-side. We explore both the short-run dynamics of
market adjustment, as well as the eventual long-run equilibrium. We
find that the driver hourly earnings rate—essentially the market equilib-
rium wage—moves immediately in the same direction as a fare change,
but that these effects are short-lived. The prevailing wage returns to its
pre-change level within about 8 weeks. This return is achieved primar-
ily through permanent changes in driver “utilization,” or the fraction of
hours-worked that are spent transporting passengers. Our results imply
that the driver supply of labor to ride-sharing markets is highly elastic,
most likely because drivers face no quantity restrictions on how many
hours to supply and new drivers face minimal barriers to entry.

JEL J01, J24, J3

1 Introduction

In the ride-sharing markets created by Uber, the fare schedule faced by passen-

gers is set by Uber, but the hourly earnings rate of drivers is not—it depends
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Jason Dowlatabadi for assistance, helpful comments and suggestions. This manuscript was
not subject to prior review by any party, as per the research contract signed at the outset
of this project. The views expressed here are solely those of the authors.
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not only on how much a driver earns from an hour of transporting passengers,

but also on his or her “utilization,” or the fraction of working hours that are

spent transporting passengers. As such, a driver has an hourly earnings rate

that is, mechanically, his or her marginal revenue product. If Uber changes

the product market price (i.e., changing the fare), it also changes the driver’s

marginal revenue product, at least until the market adjusts. The nature of the

subsequent market adjustment depends on Uber’s relationship to the broader

labor market.

If Uber faces a horizontal labor supply curve—as would a small hiring firm

in a large labor market—the ride-sharing market should adjust until drivers are

back to earning their pre-change marginal revenue product. Several features

of driving with Uber would tend to flatten the labor supply curve, including

free entry and exit by drivers, low switching costs to alternative platforms, and

relatively low barriers to entry. In contrast, if Uber faces an upward sloping

labor supply curve—say, because of its unique flexible offering (Chen et al.,

2017), regulatory barriers to entry, non-zero driver fixed costs, income target-

ing behavior, and so on—the driver hourly earnings rate could be permanently

altered following a fare change. If there is a permanent change, the direction of

that change is theoretically ambiguous: an increase in the fare—while increas-

ing how much is earned from an hour of driving with passengers—could lower

utilization enough to have a net negative effect on the driver hourly earnings

rate.

In this paper, we explore the effects of Uber-initiated, city-specific changes

in the fares faced by passengers. Our focus is on driver market outcomes,

particularly the driver hourly earnings rate. The fare changes that we use are

changes to the “base fare,” or the per-distance and per-duration rates that are

used to calculate the cost of a trip under “normal,” non-surge conditions. To

assess the effects of these fare changes, we use two main empirical approaches:

a between-city analysis in which we exploit variation in the timing, direction,

and magnitude of fare changes in different UberX markets, and a within-

city analysis where we compare UberX to Uber’s luxury service, UberBlack.

UberBlack has generally had constant fares during the period covered by our
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data.

We view our two empirical approaches as complementary, in that each

can partially address the limitations of the other approach. The between-city

comparison has the benefit that each UberX market is geographically isolated,

minimizing any spill-overs across markets. The downside of this approach is

the possibility that cities were selected for fare changes on the basis of their

characteristics. However, we find little evidence of this kind of selection, and no

evidence of a violation in the parallel trends assumption. With the UberBlack

within-city comparison, there is no concern about city-specific selection, but

UberX and UberBlack are substitutes, and so spill-overs across markets is a

concern, even though we take several steps to address this problem.

Despite their differences, our findings from the between- and within-city

analyses are reassuringly similar. We find that when Uber raises the base fare

in a city, the driver hourly earnings rate rises immediately, but then begins

to decline shortly thereafter. After about 8 weeks, there is no detectable

difference in the average hourly earnings rate compared to before the fare

increase. With a higher fare, drivers earn more when driving passengers, and

so how do drivers make the same amount per hour? The main reason is that

driver utilization falls; drivers spend a smaller fraction of their working hours

on trips with paying passengers when fares are higher. Higher fares are also

partially “undone” by less frequent and/or more moderate surge pricing (Chen

and Sheldon, 2015; Hall et al., 2016). With a higher fare, demand exceeds

supply less frequently and by a smaller amount when would-be passengers

face a higher price. Note that although we frame our results as effects from a

fare increase, we use both fare increases and decreases for identification.

Although both surge and utilization matter in explaining market equilibra-

tion, the change in utilization is, by far, the more important of the two margins:

for a 10% fare increase, the average surge rate would fall by about 2%, but

utilization would fall by about 8%. In addition to looking at driver earnings

as derived from trip receipts, we also consider the measures of driver earnings

that include promotional payments from Uber. We examine how these driver

promotional payments—typically payments structured as earnings guarantees
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for drivers—effect the market adjustment process. We find that guarantees

serve as temporary buffers, limiting the “pass through” of fare changes in the

short-run, but having no detectable effect in the long-run.

A limitation of our panel analyses is that we can say little about the effects

of fare changes on market quantities, such as total rides taken. The core

econometric problem is that all of the markets we study are expanding rapidly,

albeit at different rates. As such, outcomes such as total rides taken, which

are not “scale-invariant,” tend to give highly imprecise point estimates in a

regression framework that uses the full panel. To address this empirical short-

coming, we also conduct a between-city synthetic control analysis.1

For each fare change in our data, we construct a synthetic control city from

a donor pool of cities that are broadly similar to the “focal” city experiencing

the change. We then assess the quality of each synthetic control by examining

how closely it approximates the focal city in the pre-period. Those controls

that perform poorly are discarded from the analysis—a luxury afforded by

having many fare changes in our data. We then aggregate and scale all of our

remaining estimates to give a single estimate analogous to our panel estimates.

To first validate our synthetic control approach, we use it with the same out-

comes from the within-city and between-city approaches—namely the hourly

earnings rate, utilization and surge. Reassuringly, we find the same pattern of

results: no long-run effects on the hourly earnings rate, but persistent changes

to both surge and utilization.

With our synthetic control approach validated, we then use it to estimate

the effects of fare changes on market “quantity” outcomes, namely the total

number of hours-worked, the number of drivers active, and the total number

of trips taken. We find that a fare increase reduces the quantity of trips

taken, but has no discernible effect on the number of drivers active. However,

total hours-worked declines, implying a labor supply response primarily on the

intensive margin rather than the extensive margin. Fewer hours-worked—and

1A city-specific trend could be included, though with a long panel, misspecification is a
concern. As graphical analysis shows that while all city markets were expanding rapidly,
the growth was not uniform.
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lower driver utilization on those hours—explains the decline in trips taken

following a fare increase.

Although it might be tempting to interpret the elasticity of trips taken with

respect to the base fare as a demand elasticity, it is important to consider that

following a fare change, wait times—the time a passenger requesting a ride has

to wait until his or her car arrives—could change, shifting the demand curve.2

Indeed, using our between-city panel approach, we find strong evidence that

when the fare increases, wait times fall, despite the goal of surge pricing to

keep them more or less constant. The sensitivity of wait times to the base

fare is consistent with our finding that a fare increase lowers utilization—with

lower average utilization, the nearest car available for dispatch is likely to be

closer to the requesting passenger and hence arrives more quickly. Although

the changes in wait times are potentially important for explaining how markets

adjust, they have little direct import for the driver hourly earnings rate, which

is only affected through the surge and utilization “channels.”

The key contribution of our paper is to present a clear—and fairly simple—

economic account of how the supply-side of a ride-sharing market “works,” over

the timescale of weeks. We show that when driving with Uber temporarily be-

comes a better deal, drivers work more and push down hourly earnings through

lowered utilization and somewhat less surge. The equilibration process runs in

reverse when driving with Uber becomes a relatively worse deal. Drivers, as a

whole, appear to be highly elastic in their labor supply with respect to Uber.

While drivers clearly value the flexibility offered by the option of driving with

Uber (Chen et al., 2017), it is not determinative for the marginal driver and/or

the driver considering his or her marginal hour, and so Uber faces a horizontal

labor supply curve.

Our finding that total hours-worked declined with a fare increase suggests

that, on average, fare cuts have made driving for Uber a better deal and

that the pre-cut fare was in the elastic portion of the demand curve. A fare

reduction made in the elastic portion of the demand curve will tend to raise

2The effect of a fare change on the average level of surge also poses a problem for demand
estimation.
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the driver hourly earnings rate, so long as the supply curve is not perfectly

horizontal.

Given our results, a natural question is how many other tightly coupled

product/labor markets clear primarily on utilization rather than price. While

utilization-driven market clearing seems plausible for many markets and has

been observed in some (Hsieh and Moretti, 2003),3 it is only because of the

computer-mediated nature of the markets we study—in which hours-worked

and services delivered can be measured essentially without error—that we can

illustrate the phenomenon directly. This same computer-mediation gives us

the data granularity and frequency to show how equilibration takes place over

time. There is typically little theoretical guidance on how quickly market

adjustments might take place.4

Aside from being an interesting context, ride-sharing markets have grown

rapidly, making them per se important to understanding urban transport.

One implication of our findings is that ride-sharing markets can exist in dif-

ferent equilibria, depending on the fare faced by passengers. All else equal,

an equilibrium with a higher utilization is probably socially preferable, given

the negative externalities of driving (Parry et al., 2007; Edlin and Karaca-

Mandic, 2006).5 Furthermore, to the extent drivers have fixed costs of entry,

the higher utilization equilibrium is preferable for the reasons presented in

Mankiw and Whinston (1986). In addition to the importance of the product

side of these ride-sharing markets, from a labor market perspective, the kind of

computer-mediated market that Uber exemplifies—independent sellers and a

mediating platform with some market design powers—seems likely to become

3Hsieh and Moretti (2003) show that when housing prices increase, the earnings of real
estate agents do not increase much if at all—agents simply sell fewer houses as more agents
enter the industry. This is the Uber-equivalent of having fewer rides for some given number
of hours-worked, i.e., a lower utilization. Anecdotally at least, workers with qualitatively
similar degrees of flexibility to Uber drivers—small business owners, real estate agents, con-
sultants, and freelancers—describe work as being “busy” or “slow”; rarely do they express
the sentiment “exactly the same level of business as always, but at fluctuating prices.”

4Some have argued that the speed of adjustment is critical for the monopsony versus
competitive characterization of labor markets (Manning, 2003; Kuhn, 2004).

5Though this claim must be tempered by the higher cost drivers presumably have at
higher levels of utilization.
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more common in the future with the rise of the so-called “gig economy” (Katz

and Krueger, 2016). Our paper illustrates the relationship of one such market

to the larger labor market.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2 describes the

empirical context. Section 3 presents a simple model and discusses some of the

prior work on taxi markets. Section 4 presents the empirical results. Section 5

discusses the results and concludes with some thoughts on the implications of

our results for Uber’s pricing problem.

2 Empirical context

Uber connects passengers with drivers-for-hire in real time, creating a collec-

tion of city-specific, geographically-isolated markets. It currently operates in

more than 340 cities, in over 60 countries. The core products of Uber are

UberBlack and UberX. UberBlack is the premium option, with newer, more

luxurious cars and drivers that meet other conditions. UberX is the peer-to-

peer option and is the largest and fastest growing Uber product. It is also

available in more cities that UberBlack (see Hall and Krueger (Forthcoming)

for a discussion of the relative size of the two services). Regardless of the

product, passengers use the Uber app to set their location and request a ride.

These trip requests are sent to the nearest available driver. At the end of the

trip, the fare is automatically charged to the passenger’s credit card. Uber

handles all billing, customer support, and marketing.

The price of an UberX and UberBlack trip depends on a number of pa-

rameters set by Uber. There is a per-minute time multiplier and per-mile

distance multiplier, as well as a fixed initial charge, as well as service fees in

some markets. To calculate the actual fare paid by the passenger, the param-

eters are multiplied by the realized time and distance of a trip, which is then

multiplied by the surge multiplier that was in effect when the trip was taken.

The surge multiplier is set algorithmically in response to wait times, with the

intent of inducing supply and rationing demand in order to keep those wait

times from increasing too much. During “un-surged” periods, the multiplier
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is 1.0.6 There is a minimum charge that applies if the calculated fare is below

that minimum. Recently, Uber has begun using “up-front” pricing in which

passengers are quoted a fare at the start of the trip, based on the expected

values for the distance and duration, given the user-provided trip start and

end points. During the period covered by our data, the identifying variation

in the base fare comes before up-front pricing was widely implemented.

As we will see, Uber has changed the time and distance multipliers for

UberX in every city in our data. When Uber has made a change in a given

city, it has typically changed the time and distance multipliers by the same

percentage. To avoid the complexity of tracking different fare components

separately, we construct price indices. For a given service (i.e., UberX or

UberBlack), city and week, the index is the total fare for an un-surged 6 mile,

16 minute trip. This trip is approximately the median trip time and distance

for the US.

We explore how changes in the price index affect a variety of market out-

comes. Our primary outcome is the average hourly earnings rate of drivers,

which is the total weekly driver revenue divided by the total hours-worked.

This method is equivalent to averaging all driver-specific estimates of the

hourly earnings rate and weighting by individual hours-worked.

For driver revenue, we omit reimbursements for known tolls and fees (such

as airport fees), and deduct Uber’s commission. We do not calculate drivers’

costs, and so it is important to regard our measure of the hourly earnings rate

as a gross flow to both the driver’s labor and capital, without costs subtracted.

For driver hours-worked, we define hours-worked as the total time a driver

spent “online” with the Uber platform, which includes all time on-trip, en-

route to pick up a passenger, or simply being available for dispatch. Merely

having the app open without marking oneself available for dispatch does not

contribute to our measure of hours-worked.

Our definition of hours-worked does not perfectly capture what we might

think of as working. For example, some drivers make themselves available for

6Cohen et al. (2016) uses variation in surge pricing to estimate the elasticity of demand
for UberX at several points along the demand curve.
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dispatch while “commuting” to where they normally seek passengers (such as

the central business district in a city), increasing our hours-worked and de-

creasing our estimate of the hourly earnings rate. Drivers also report driving

with multiple ride-sharing platforms simultaneously, turning one app off im-

mediately after being dispatched by the other platform. This multi-homing

strategy will also tend to inflate hours-worked and thus lower the implied

hourly earnings rate. However, as our interest is primarily in changes in driver

hourly earnings, so long as these definitional biases do not change with the

fare, they are of secondary importance.

Drivers are eligible for promotional payments that typically depend on

meeting various goals, such as hours-driven or rides-taken in a week. For our

initial analysis, we do not include any driving-related promotional payments

in our definition of the hourly earnings rate. When we do explore the effects

of promotional payments, we allocate the payments as earnings in the week in

which they were paid. Some promotional payments unrelated to driving, like

those earned for referring another driver, are omitted from the numerator.

2.1 Data description

We construct a panel of 43 US cities over 105 weeks, beginning with the week

of 2014-06-02 and ending with the week of 2017-01-16. All cities in the panel

have an UberX service, though only some have UberBlack. We started with

the 50 largest US cities by total trip volume and then removed from the panel

cities which had substantial changes to the areas of service availability or

significant within-city geographical variation in pricing.7 These cities include

Boulder, Denver, Indianapolis, Las Vegas, Philadelphia, and the “cities” of

Connecticut, New Jersey, and Greater Maryland, which were managed as cities

in Uber’s system but did not in fact represent single markets. The panel is

slightly unbalanced in that we lack early data for Portland, Charleston, New

7The 50 city starting point is, of course, somewhat arbitrary, but this cutoff ensures a
long panel of cities with substantial markets. As it is, not all cities in our panel are complete
because even the top 50 includes several markets that were not very mature in the start of
the panel.
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Orleans, and Richmond because these cities had relatively late introductions

of UberX. The panel begins with the week in which driver earnings data is

first reliably available; prior to 2014-06-02, historical driver earnings cannot

be reconstructed with sufficient confidence.

2.2 Variation in the base fare index

Uber has changed the base fare for UberX in every city in the panel, with

nearly all cities experiencing multiple changes. Figure 1 highlights the weeks

in which the UberX base fare index changed for the panel cities and reports

the size of the change. A grey tile indicates no change occurred that week.

Cities are listed in descending order of their average base fare over the period.

A black dot next to the city’s name indicates that that city had an UberBlack

service.

The decision to change the fare in a city was made after consultation with

the Uber employees responsible for the city in question. They were advised

by Uber’s internal “pricing team,” which reportedly considered metrics like

driver utilization and the fraction of trips taken under surge conditions. For

our purposes, this creates an obvious selection concern, though we will argue

that there are several justifications for treating fare changes as exogenous for

our between-city comparison purposes. Furthermore, our fine-grained time

scale makes the parallel trends assumptions readily assessable.

There are several justifications for treating fare change variation as exoge-

nous. First, we first note that as every city in the panel had fare changes, it is

not the case that latent differences exist between the kinds of cities that have

fare changes and those that do not. Second, Figure 1 shows that many changes

took place in numerous cities nearly simultaneously, making it clear that highly

city-specific explanations were not driving many of the fare changes. Note that

in both 2015 and 2016, many cities experienced large cuts in the base fare right

after the start of the new year. There are several cases in the data where cities

all have fare changes within a fairly small window, but the precise timing dif-

fers by only a few weeks—it seems unlikely that the precise sequence of cuts
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Figure 1: UberX base fare index changes for US cities, by week
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reflects important latent differences.8 Finally, leaks by various media sources

indicate that a relatively simple spreadsheet-based analysis was used to model

city outcomes, making it doubtful that decision-makers were confidently con-

ditioning on future potential outcomes.

To the extent cities were selected for fare changes on the basis of observable

attributes, we know approximately what those attributes are, and we can

look for pre-treatment trends in those outcomes. In addition to checking for

evidence of selection, our UberBlack within-city research design is not subject

to the same concern that latent city-specific factors were the cause of fare

changes, as is the case with the between-city design.

3 Conceptual framework

In this section, we present a simple model of the ride-sharing market in a city.

The model illustrates the potential margins of adjustment in response to a

change in the base fare. There are extant models of taxi markets, but they

tend to focus on the micro details of search and matching, and the unique

market properties this search process generates, such as non-existent/multiple

equilibria or industry scale economies. The unique features of ride-sharing

markets—such as dynamic pricing and centralized algorithmic dispatch—make

many of these search considerations less important, and so we develop our own

simple model. However, we do briefly review this literature before presenting

our model.

Arnott (1996) presents a model of a “cruising” taxi market (as opposed

to one with centralized radio dispatch), focusing on the potential for scale

economies in the industry, which in turn might justify subsidization. Castillo

et al. (2017) build on this work, exploring the role of dynamic pricing in

avoiding highly inefficient equilibria. Cairns and Liston-Heyes (1996) present

a model in which both sides of the market search for each other, showing that

8However, fare changes also differed in magnitude and not just timing, and so there is a
non-time related exogeneity concern. We have no insight into how the precise percentages
were chosen for various cities.
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competitive equilibrium does not necessarily exist.9 Frechette et al. (2015)

present a calibrated equilibrium model of the NYC taxi market, with a focus

on matching frictions and their role in determining the market equilibrium.

In the “old” models of the taxi industry discussed above, passenger demand

depends on wait times, which adds substantial modeling complexity. We can

pursue a simpler modeling approach—namely using a single demand curve—

because dynamic pricing is intended to prevent the market from clearing on

wait times.10 Our treatment of driver labor supply is also simple, ignoring

behavioral considerations, such as income targeting (Camerer et al., 1997) and

even whether labor supply changes are due to extensive or intensive margin

adjustments. Rather, we assume that labor supply can be captured with a

single supply curve of total hours-worked.11

Market clearing in our model is not the result of drivers deciding to extend

shifts or passengers forgoing a surged trip, but rather about drivers deciding

how much to drive with Uber over the course of weeks and passengers deciding

how many hours of transportation service to buy over the course of weeks,

in response to the average prices they will experience. Our model ignores

the micro details of real-time market clearing, and should be thought of as

describing a market over the course of weeks or months.

9Both supply and demand are determined by the wait time (either for the cab on the
passenger side, or for the next fare, on the supply side) and the fare, and the market could
clear at a number of different equilibria.

10See Hall et al. (2016) for evidence on the role of Uber’s surge pricing in clearing the
market when demand spikes. See Castillo et al. (2017) for a discussion of the importance of
surge pricing to prevent nearly discontinuous changes in wait times when demand outstrips
supply.

11There is some evidence that behavioral labor supply considerations are relatively unim-
portant. Farber (2005, 2008) argues that income targeting findings are mostly due to division
bias, and that driver behavior is mostly consistent with the neoclassical labor supply model.
Errors in the measurement of hours-worked tend to attenuate an estimate of the labor supply
since the hours measurement is also used to calculate the wage. A key advantage of our em-
pirical setting is that we can measure hours-worked essentially without error. Farber (2015)
shows that there is substantial heterogeneity in individual labor supply elasticities and that
drivers that do not learn to work more when wages are temporarily high are not long for
the taxi driving profession. Using data from Uber, Chen and Sheldon (2015) also present
evidence that Uber driver’s are responsive to hourly earnings in a neo-classical fashion and
that there is little evidence of income targeting. Also using data from a Uber, Angrist et al.
(2017) also find no evidence of income targeting.
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3.1 Model

Passengers demand hours of transportation services. The price per hour of

transportation services is p, which is the base fare, b, times the average surge

multiplier, m, and so p = bm. There is demand for hours of transportation,

D(p), with D′(p) < 0. The quality of transportation services is constant and

unrelated to any other features of the market. Homogeneous drivers have an

hourly earnings rate of w and collectively supply S(w) hours of work, with

S ′(w) > 0. Hours of work are turned into hours of transportation at a rate

x, where x is the fraction of hours-worked drivers spend on trips carrying

passengers. Market clearing requires that

D(p) = xS(w).

The average hourly earning rate of drivers is simply the price times the uti-

lization, or w = px. Figure 2 shows a market initially in equilibrium at some

base fare p and hours of transportation services Q.

Now we consider the comparative statics of this market with respect to

the base fare. Uber does not change p directly, but rather changes b, which

in turn can change m in equilibrium. Suppose Uber lowers the fare by db,

causing the fare faced by passengers to change by dp = m db. At this new price

p′ = p−dp, there are dpD′(p) more hours of transportation demanded. Before

x or m adjusts, the hourly earnings rate falls to w′ = w − dpx, reducing hours

driven by S ′(w) dw and hence hours of transportation by xS ′(w) dw. This gap

between what is demanded and what is supplied is dp
(
D′(p)− xS ′(w)

)
, which

is indicated in Figure 2 with a double-headed arrow. To connect our model to

our empirics, our main research question is how this gap is closed.

Our first question of interest is what happens to the driver hourly earnings

rate when the base fare changes. We assume, for now, that the surge multiplier

is fixed and that adjustment can only occur through changes in utilization.

Proposition 1 gives an answer to this adjustment question in terms of the

labor supply and transportation demand elasticities.

Proposition 1. If the market only clears on driver utilization, the elasticity
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Figure 2: Equilibrium in a ride-sharing market after a decrease in the base
fare

Notes: The D(p) curve is the market demand for hours of trans-
portation service, when the price, or fare, is p. The S(w) curve is
the hours of work supplied and xS(w) is the hours of transporta-
tion services provided, where w is the driver hourly earnings rate
and x is the driver utilization. Q is the market equilibrium quan-
tity of hours of transportation service before a fare change. This
figure illustrates the effects of a reduction in price from p to p′ before
any equilibrium adjustment. The double-headed arrow indicates the
gap between hours-supplied and hours-demanded of transportation
services following the fare change.

of the driver’s hourly earnings rate, w, with respect to the fare, p, is

εwp =
1 + εDp
1 + εSw

.

Proof. The elasticity of the driver’s hourly earnings rate with respect to p is

εwp = 1 + εxp . The elasticity of utilization with respect to p can be derived from

the market clearing requirement. Differentiating D(p) ≡ xS(w) by p, we have
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εDp = εxp + εSw

(
1 + εxp

)
, and so

εxp =
εDp − εSw
1 + εSw

.

Increasing utilization works both “inside and outside” the supply curve to

help clear the market, by making each hour supplied more productive, but also

by causing movement along the curve as drivers respond to the higher hourly

earnings rate.

It immediately follows from Proposition 1 that when drivers are infinitely

elastic, hourly earnings cannot fall, as εSw =∞ implies that εwp = 0. If drivers

have finite labor supply elasticities, then the direction of the effect of a fare

change on the hourly earnings rate depends on the demand elasticity. Con-

ditional upon a finite labor supply elasticity, if |εDp | > 1, an increase in the

fare will lower the hourly earnings rate, and vice versa when |εDp | < 1. The

intuition is that with elastic demand, changes in the fare cause large shifts in

the hours of transportation demanded, which in turn affects driver utilization

enough to more than offset the direct effect of the fare change on the hourly

earnings rate.

Proposition 1 only considers adjustments in x as the means to clear the

market. However, as Figure 2 illustrates, there are other ways for the market

to clear. First, the average surge multiplier can increase, essentially “undoing”

the fare change. Second, the supply curve could be shifted out, say due to more

aggressive driver recruitment. Third, the demand curve could be shifted in,

say because of increased wait times. Each of these adjustments would help

close the gap shown in Figure 2. We will investigate all three of these margins

empirically.

Our assumption that labor supply is fully captured by S(w) implies that

x does not does not enter separately into driver decision-making potentially.

In practice, with a higher utilization, drivers would face somewhat higher per-

hour costs from a higher x through higher gas expenditure (both because they
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have a passenger in the car, which reduces fuel efficiency, and because they

cannot park and simply wait for dispatch), increased vehicle wear-and-tear,

increased cleaning expenses, and so on.

If we assume that costs are linear in x, i.e., w = (p − c)x, with c >

0, Proposition 1 would still hold, but to the extent that there is individual

driver heterogeneity in c, those drivers that find a higher utilization equilibrium

relatively less costly would be inframarginal, leading to a compositional shift

in which drivers are marginal at different equilibria.

4 Results

In this section, we present both the between-city (UberX to UberX) and

within-city (UberX to UberBlack) estimates of the effects of base fare index

changes on market outcomes. Our outcomes of interest are the driver hourly

earnings rate—w in the model—and its endogenous components, utilization

and the surge multiplier, which are x and m in the model, respectively. Recall

the w = bmx, where b is the base price.12

After reporting the panel results, we present synthetic control estimates

for the same outcomes used in the panel analysis—hourly earnings, utilization,

and surge—as well as for market quantities, namely the number of trips taken,

the total hours-worked, and the number of active drivers. We then return to

the between-city panel to explore the effects of fare changes on passenger wait

times.

4.1 Panel-wide averages over time

Before presenting the panel regression results, we first simply plot the weekly

averages for the base fare index and our outcome measures, pooled over all

12Our constructed price index is not exactly b, which in the model is the cost of an hour
of transportation services. Our index is instead the price for a standard trip, which we
could convert to a time-based rate by dividing by the duration. However, this distinction is
immaterial for our purposes, as we will be using the log of our price index as an independent
variable.
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cities in the panel. Figure 3 shows, from top to bottom, the mean base price

index, hourly earnings rate, utilization, average surge, and median wait time.

All series are normalized to have a value of 1 in the first period of the panel.

In the top panel, we can see that there has been a long-run decline in the

price index, though it has not been strictly monotonic. In the panel below, we

see that during that same period, the hourly earnings rate time series exhibits

no similar trend. In contrast, driver utilization has increased substantially over

the same period. There is little systematic change in average surge levels. In

the bottom panel, we see that wait times were high early in the panel, but fell

substantially by early 2015 and then are more or less constant afterwards.13

The patterns shown in Figure 3 preview some of the main results from our

regression analysis—namely little change in the hourly earnings rate despite

large changes in the base fare index. Note that the two large drops in the base

fare index occur at the start of 2015 and 2016. Immediately after, average

surge increases, as does utilization, though only utilization seems to show a

persistent change in levels. The driver hourly earnings rate series appears

more or less stable, as does the median wait time series (following a decrease

in early 2014).

4.2 Between-city approach

To begin our estimation of the causal effects of fare changes, we first set aside

the possibility that market adjustment takes time and simply report “long-

run” estimates of the effects of fare changes, assuming that the full adjustment

occurs immediately.14 Our specification is

yit = β log bit + γi + δt + εit, (1)

where yit is some market-level outcome of interest in city i during week t, γi is

a city-specific fixed effect, δt is a week-specific fixed effect, and bit is the base

13Note that we use the median wait time in a city week as opposed to the mean, as wait
times are trip level measures and subject to outliers.

14This specification is sometimes called the “static” specification—see Borusyak and Jar-
avel (2016) and references therein.
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Figure 3: Average UberX market attributes over time for the US city-week
panel, as indices
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Notes: This figure plots the city-week panel weekly average for a collection of UberX market
outcomes. All cities are weighted equally—see Section 2.1 for a definition of the sample. All
series are turned into an index with a value of 1 in the first week. The base fare index is the
price to passengers of an un-surged, 6 mile, 16 minute trip in that city, in that week. The
hourly earnings rate is the total earnings by drivers (excluding costs and Uber’s commission
but not including any promotional payments) divided by total hours-worked, for drivers in
that city, that week. Surge is the average value of the multiplier for all trips conducted in
that city, during that week. Utilization is the total hours spent transporting passengers by
drivers divided by the total number of hours-worked. The wait time for trip is the elapsed
time from when a passenger requested a trip to when he or she was picked up.

trip price index. Table 1 reports estimates of Equation 1 where the outcome

variables are the log hourly earnings rate, log utilization, and log surge in

Columns (1), (2) and (3), respectively. For each regression, standard errors
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are clustered at the level of the city.15

From Column (1), we can see that an increase in the base fare decreases

the hourly earnings rate, though the effect is close to zero, with a confidence

interval that comfortably includes zero. The point estimate implies that a 10%

increase in the base fare would lower driver hourly earnings by a little less than

1%. From Column (2), we see part of the explanation for why hourly earnings

do not increase—a higher fare reduces utilization, with a 10% increase in the

base fare reducing utilization by about 8%. Finally, in Column (3) we can see

that the rest of a 10% increase in fares is approximately undone by about a

2% decrease in the average surge multiplier.

To explore how the market adjusts over time, we need a more richly speci-

fied regression model with lag and lead indicators around fare changes (Autor,

2003). Let FareChangeτit be an indicator for whether at time t, the base fare

in city i is different than it was τ weeks earlier or later. To “cherry pick” the

week when a fare change occurred/will occur exactly τ weeks away from the

current week, we define an indicator

zτit = FareChangeτit

τ∏
s=0

(1− FareChangesit).

We can then estimate

yit = βLR log bit +
B∑
τ=A

βτz
τ
it∆ log bτit + γi + δt + εit, (2)

where bit is the fare index in city i at time t, ∆ log bτit is the difference (in

logs) between the current fare index and the fare index τ weeks prior or later

(depending on the sign of τ), δt is a week-specific fixed effect and γi is a city-

specific fixed effect. The number of pre-period week indicators is A and the

number of post-period weeks indicators is B. The estimated effect for a fare

change that occurred τ weeks ago is β̂LR + β̂τ if τ ∈ (0, B], otherwise the

15We also conducted a block bootstrap at the city level to test for Bertrand et al. (2004)
problems, but we found that the bootstrap standard errors were almost identical to the
clustered standard errors, and so we only report clustered standard errors.
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Table 1: Effects of fare changes on market outcomes from a city-week panel of
UberX markets

Dependent variable:
log hourly earnings rate log utilization log surge

(1) (2) (3)

Log base fare index −0.092 −0.827∗∗∗ −0.218∗∗∗

(0.083) (0.088) (0.025)

City FE Y Y Y
Week FE Y Y Y
Observations 5,852 5,852 5,852
R2 0.663 0.732 0.432
Adjusted R2 0.652 0.724 0.414

Notes: This table reports OLS regressions of city-week outcomes on the log base fare
index. The estimating equation is Equation 1. The base fare index is the price to
passengers of an un-surged, 6 mile, 16 minute trip in that city, in that week. The
sample for each regression is the same, and is a city-week panel of UberX markets. See
Section 2.1 for a description of the sample. The hourly earnings rate is the total earnings
by drivers (excluding costs and Uber’s commission but not including any promotional
payments) divided by total hours-worked, for drivers in that city, that week. Utilization
is the total hours spent transporting passengers by drivers divided by the total number
of hours-worked. Surge is the average value of the multiplier for all trips conducted
in that city, during that week. Fixed effects are included for the city and for the
week. Standard errors are clustered at the level of the city. Significance indicators:
p ≤ 0.10 : †, p ≤ 0.05 : ∗, p ≤ 0.01 : ∗∗ and p ≤ .001 : ∗ ∗ ∗.
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estimate is just β̂LR. The coefficients for the pre-period can be used to assess

whether the cities selected for fare changes were systematically different, or on

different trajectories, with respect to the outcome.

The implied weekly effects from Equation 2 are plotted in Figure 4 for each

of the same outcomes as used in Table 1. The outcomes are the log hourly

earnings rate, log utilization, and log surge, using A = B = 15. For each

outcome, the long-run effect from Table 1 is plotted as a dashed horizontal

line in the post-period.

From the left-most panel of Figure 4, we can see that following a fare

increase, the driver hourly earnings rate increases immediately, though there

is considerably less than full pass-through; the point estimate is only about

0.5. In the weeks that follow, this increase in the hourly earnings rate declines,

with the point estimate turning negative by week 8, after which it is close to

the long-run estimate from Table 1. Examining the pre-period, there is no

obvious trend in the collection of coefficients. However, in most periods, the

point estimate is greater than zero, though for nearly all point estimates, the

95% confidence interval includes zero.

In the next panel to the right, the outcome is the log driver utilization.

Following a fare increase, utilization gradually falls. By week 8, the effect

is close to the estimate of the long-run effect, which was an 8% decrease in

utilization for a 10% increase in the base fare index. In the pre-period, there

is no evidence of a trend, though in all cases, the utilization point estimate

is somewhat greater than zero, consistent with Uber targeting cities for fare

increases that had relatively higher utilization, or, equivalently given our em-

pirical specification, targeting cities for fare cuts that had relatively lower

utilization.

In the next panel to the right, the outcome is the log average surge. The

average multiplier gradually declines following a fare increase. However, the

long-run estimate is still somewhat closer to zero than the 15 week point

estimate, suggesting the market has not fully adjusted by week 15. There is

no obvious trend in the pre-period and the pre-period weekly point estimates

are all close to zero (and not consistently above or below).
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Figure 4: Between-city estimates of the by-week market adjustments to a
change in the UberX base fare index
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Notes: This figure plots the by-week effects of changes in the UberX base fare on several
market outcomes, namely the log hourly earnings rate, the log average utilization, and the
log surge. These effects are from an OLS estimation of Equation 2. The sample is a panel of
US cities—see Section 2.1 for a description. The x-axis are weeks relative to a fare change.
The base fare index is the price to passengers of an un-surged, 6 mile, 16 minute trip in
that city, in that week. The hourly earnings rate is the total earnings by drivers (excluding
costs and Uber’s commission but not including any promotional payments) divided by total
hours-worked, for drivers in that city, that week. Utilization is the total hours spent trans-
porting passengers by drivers divided by the total number of hours-worked. Surge is the
average value of the multiplier for all trips conducted in that city, during that week. The
horizontal dashed blue line in the post period indicates the “long-run” effect corresponding
to Equation 1. Fixed effects are included for the city and for the week. 95% CIs are shown
for each point estimate and standard errors are clustered at the city level.

4.3 The role of promotional payments

Uber has, in some markets, paid promotional payments to drivers. Many of

these payments are various forms of earnings guarantees; typically, if drivers

drive some minimum number of hours, they are guaranteed to make at least

some floor amount. Given their structure, we might expect these guarantees

to act as automatic stabilizers, counteracting the immediate effects of a fare

change on “organic” earnings.

To explore the role of these promotional payments on market adjustment,

in Figure 5, we plot the effects of a fare increase on two measures of the hourly
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earnings rate: without promotional payments included, in the first panel, and

with promotional payments included, in the second panel. We also report the

effects of the fare change on the fraction of hourly earnings that are due to

promotional payments in the third panel.

Comparing the two leftmost panels, we see that promotional payments do

seem to “soften” the effects of fare changes. For example, the pass-through

immediately after the fare increase is about 0.5 for the organic hourly earnings

rate, whereas it is only 0.3 when promotional payments are included. In the

rightmost panel, we can see that the fraction of earnings from promotional

payments drops immediately after a fare increase. This is why the hourly

earnings rate with promotional payments “peak” is below the organic measure.

Despite the short-run point estimate differences, we can see that the long-

run effect of promotional payments is close to zero. Promotional payments

prevent extreme short-run hourly earnings rate fluctuations, but appear to

have negligible long-run effects, with the long-run being only about 8 weeks.

4.4 Passenger wait times

As we discussed when presenting the model in Section 3, one way the market

could clear following a base fare change was a shift in the demand curve,

rather than movement along the demand curve. One demand curve shifter

could be passenger wait time. In Figure 6, we report panel estimates of the

effects of a fare change on passenger wait times, with lower wait times being

preferred to longer wait times by all would-be passengers. In the left panel, the

outcome is the log median expected wait times (which Uber reports to would-

be passengers), and in the right panel, the log median actual wait times.

Figure 6 shows that increases in the fare caused both predicted and actual

wait times to decline. The effects are substantial, with a 10% increase in fares

reducing wait times by about 5%. The reason for this change is presumably

that with less demand and/or lower driver utilization, for a given would-be

passenger requesting a ride, the nearest empty car is likely to be closer (so

long as the number of drivers does not decrease). As we will see later, there is
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Figure 5: Effects of fare changes on hourly earnings with and without promo-
tional payments included
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Notes: This figure plots the effects of changes in the UberX base fare index on three outcomes
(from left to right): (1) the log hourly earnings rate not including promotional payments,
(2) the log total hourly earnings rate includes promotional payments, and (3) the fraction
of hourly earnings coming from promotional payments. These effects are from an OLS esti-
mation of Equation 2. The sample is a panel of US cities—see Section 2.1 for a description.
The x-axis are weeks relative to a change in the base fare index. The base fare index is the
price to passengers of an un-surged, 6 mile, 16 minute trip in that city, in that week. The
horizontal dashed blue line in the post period indicates the “long-run” effect corresponding
to an estimation of Equation 1. Fixed effects are included for the city and for the week. 95%
CIs are shown for each point estimate and standard errors are clustered at the city level.

little evidence of a change in the number of drivers following a fare change, and

so it seems likely that changes in wait times are wholly explained by changes

in utilization. Note that there is some evidence of targeting, with higher wait

times in cities that experienced fare increases.

Changes in wait times have no direct bearing on the driver hourly earnings

rate. However, they do suggest that ride-sharing markets adjust in part by a

shifting of the demand curve following a fare change. Contrary to our modeling

assumption in Section 3, surge pricing does not, as implemented during the

period covered by the experiment, hold product attributes exactly fixed.

4.5 Within-city approach using UberBlack

We now consider the effects of changes in the base fare, but using UberBlack

as a within-city comparison. As such, the sample for this analysis is restricted
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Figure 6: Effects of fare changes on predicted and actual log median wait times
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Notes: The outcomes in this panel are the log wait times (in seconds), both predicted by

Uber (in the left panel) and the realized wait times (in the right panel). These effects are

from an OLS estimation of Equation 2. The sample is a panel of US cities—see Section 2.1

for a description. The x-axis are weeks relative to a change in the base fare index. The base

fare index is the price to passengers of an un-surged, 6 mile, 16 minute trip in that city, in

that week. The horizontal dashed blue line in the post period indicates the “long-run” effect

corresponding to an estimation of Equation 1. Fixed effects are included for the city and

for the week. 95% CIs are shown for each point estimate and standard errors are clustered

at the city level.

to cities in the panel with an UberBlack service. The UberBlack panel was

constructed in the same way as the UberX panel, except that the driver mar-

ket level attributes were calculated using only those drivers that drove for

UberBlack exclusively in the week in question and were not “cross-dispatched”

to UberX trips.

Figure 7 plots the base fare indices for both UberX and UberBlack for the

UberBlack panel. The UberBlack price index is indicated by a solid line and

the UberX price index is indicated by a dashed line. In all cities, the UberBlack

base fare index has been constant since late 2014. During that same period,

there has been substantial variation in the UberX base fare in every city in

the panel.

For our within-city approach, our key independent variable is now the dif-
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Figure 7: UberX and UberBlack base fare indices for the UberBlack panel, by
week
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Notes: This figure plots the weekly base fare indices for UberX and UberBlack services for
US cities with both services. The base fare index is the price to passengers of an un-surged,
6 mile, 16 minute trip in that city, in that week.

ference in the price index between UberX and UberBlack in that city. For

each city-week, we compute ∆ log bit = log bUberX
it − log bUberBlack

it . The out-

comes are the analogous differences between UberX and UberBlack in a given

city that week. Using these outcomes, we then estimate the regression

∆yit = β∆ log bit + γi + εit, (3)
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where γi is a city-specific fixed effect. Note that with this within-city design,

there is no week-specific effect, as it is removed by differencing.

In terms of interpretation, the coefficients on the independent variable have

approximately the same interpretation as in our between-city analysis—it is an

elasticity of the UberX outcome with respect to the differences in the UberX

base fare index. However, we also use the change in UberBlack fares (see

Figure 7) as identifying variation, and so a more precise definition of the effect

is a percentage change in the difference between the two services—though most

of the variation comes solely from changes in the UberX fare, giving the point

estimates a similar interpretation to the between-city estimates.16

The “long-run” estimates provided by Equation 3 are report in Table 2.

Starting in Column (1), a 10% increase in the base fare leads to a 2% de-

crease in the hourly earnings rate. Note that this point estimate is close to

the between-city estimate, though unlike in the between-city comparison from

Table 1, the reduction is conventionally significant. As in the between-city

analysis, we can decompose the hourly earnings rate into a utilization compo-

nent and a surge component. In Column (2), we can see that a 10% increase

in the base fare lowers utilization by about 11%, which is larger than the

between-city estimate. For surge, in Column (3), a 10% increase in the base

fare lowers average surge by about 1%, which is the same sign, but small in

magnitude relative to the between-city estimate.

As in the between-city analysis, we can explore market adjustment through

a richer regression specification. We use the same pre/post-period indicator

approach described by Equation 2, adapted for the within-city context. Fig-

ure 8 plots the corresponding point estimates for the within-city analysis.

Starting in the leftmost panel, the outcome is the log hourly earnings rate.

Following a fare increase, the hourly earnings rate increases almost immedi-

ately, with almost full pass-through (i.e., the elasticity is close to 1). However,

this effect begins to fall in subsequent weeks. At the end of post-period, the

16If we exclude pre-2015 data from the panel and thus only rely on UberX variation, the
pattern of results is the same, though estimates are less precise, as a non-trivial fraction of
UberX fare variation occurred in this pre-period.
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Table 2: Within-city estimates of the effects of fare changes on market out-
comes using UberX versus UberBlack fare variation

Dependent variable:
log hourly earnings rate log utilization log surge

(1) (2) (3)

Diff. in log base fare indices −0.207∗∗∗ −1.137∗∗∗ −0.111∗∗∗

(0.069) (0.078) (0.015)

City FE Y Y Y
Observations 2,898 2,898 2,898
R2 0.334 0.516 0.174
Adjusted R2 0.330 0.513 0.168

Notes: This table reports OLS regressions of the within-city difference in UberX and UberBlack
by week outcomes on the difference in the log base fare index for that week. The base fare
index is the price to passengers of an un-surged, 6 mile, 16 minute trip in that city, in that
week. The estimating equation is Equation 3. The sample for each regression is the same,
and is a city-week panel for a collection of US cities with both UberX and UberBlack. See
Section 2.1 for a description of the sample. The hourly earnings rate is the total earnings by
drivers (excluding costs and Uber’s commission but not including any promotional payments)
divided by total hours-worked, for drivers in that city, that week. Utilization is the total hours
spent transporting passengers by drivers divided by the total number of hours-worked. Surge is
the average value of the multiplier for all trips conducted in that city, during that week. Fixed
effects are included for the city. Standard errors are clustered at the level of the city. Significance
indicators: p ≤ 0.10 : †, p ≤ 0.05 : ∗, p ≤ 0.01 : ∗∗ and p ≤ .001 : ∗ ∗ ∗.
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Figure 8: Within-city estimates of the effects of fare changes on by-week mar-
ket outcomes, over time
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Notes: This figure plots the effects of changes in the difference in base fare between UberX
and UberBlack on the difference in market outcomes for UberX and UberBlack. The esti-
mating equation is based on Equation 2, but using UberBlack within the same city as the
comparison. The x-axis are weeks relative to a change in the difference in the relative base
fare index. The base fare index is the price to passengers of an un-surged, 6 mile, 16 minute
trip in that city, in that week. The hourly earnings rate is the total earnings by drivers (ex-
cluding costs and Uber’s commission but not including any promotional payments) divided
by total hours-worked, for drivers in that city, that week. Utilization is the total hours spent
transporting passengers by drivers divided by the total number of hours-worked. Surge is
the average value of the multiplier for all trips conducted in that city, during that week. The
horizontal dashed blue line indicates the “long-run” effect estimate from Equation 3. 95%
CIs are shown for each point estimate and standard errors are clustered at the city level.

point estimate is close to zero. There is no evidence of a pre-period trend or

a level difference.

Turning to utilization in the net panel, we see it declines following a fare

increase. By week 15, the point estimate is quite close to the long run estimate

of −1. There is no evidence of a pre-period trend or a difference in the pre-

period levels.

In the rightmost panel, the outcome is the log surge. We can see that

surge declines following a fare increase, but that the post-period shows some

evidence of a u-shaped pattern. There is no strong evidence of a pre-period

trend, though there is perhaps some evidence of higher levels.
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Overall, the within-city approach shows the same basic pattern of results as

the between-city analysis. However, the within-city approach indicates little

as evidence of targeting, as pre-period estimates are all close to zero, and show

no systematic bias. Less welcome, the within-city estimates are less precise.

4.6 Synthetic control approach

Because of the rapid growth of Uber, the panel regression approach works

poorly when the outcomes are market quantities. An advantage of a synthetic

control approach is the synthetic control only needs to approximate the focal

city in a small window around the fare change. Furthermore, we can evaluate

how well a synthetic control approximates a focal city on a case-by-case basis,

which in turn allows us to remove “bad” comparisons from our analysis.

To begin, for each city in our data, we selected broadly similar cities to

serve as the donor pool. We used this first stage screening because we found

that including all cities in the donor pool led to over-fitting. To construct a

similarity measure for the focal city, we calculated (a) the average difference

in the log driver hourly earnings rate over the period relative to every other

city and (b) the by-week correlation in the hourly earnings rate. These two

measures capture the notion that two cities are not only similar in levels but

tend to “move” together, most likely because of similar weather patterns. We

combine the two measures by normalizing them and weighting them both

equally. From this ordered list, we selected the top 20 cities for each focal city

and defined them as the donor pool.

For each fare change in our data, we took the restricted list of donor cities

and excluded cities that had fare changes in the 15 weeks before and the

15 weeks after the fare change in the focal city. If the resulting donor pool

was empty, we excluded that fare change from the sample. We then ran the

synthetic control algorithm described in Abadie et al. (2011), using the driver

hourly earnings rate as the primary outcome and surge and utilization as the

other covariates, all in logs.

For each fare change for which a synthetic control could be constructed, for
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each outcome, we computed the by-week difference between the focal city and

the synthetic control, using the same synthetic control for all outcomes. We

scale by the by-week differences in the size of the fare change (in percentage

terms), and so our effect estimates are

βit =

(
yTit − yCit

)
∆bi/bi

. (4)

This scaling makes all point estimates comparable to the panel estimates.17

4.7 Synthetic control estimates of the effects on fare

changes on driver outcomes

Although our intent for using a synthetic control approach is to estimate the

effects of fare changes on market quantities, the method can be used for the

same outcomes used in our two panel analyses. Recapitulating our panel

analysis outcomes is useful, as it allows us to benchmark our synthetic control

approach against our more conventional panel results.

For each fare change for which a synthetic control can be constructed, we

have an estimate of the effect of that change. However, not all estimates are

equally good—for some fare changes, there are wide gaps between the focal

city and the synthetic control in the pre-period. As a measure of the goodness

of a particular synthetic control, we compute the maximum absolute difference

(MAD) in the pre-period. We then use this MAD metric to screen out bad

synthetic control estimates.

We use MAD cutoffs of 1, 2, 4 and “Inf” (i.e., the whole sample) and

compute the average by-week effects for those estimates that remain. The

resulting combined estimates are plotted in Figure 9 for the log hourly earnings

rate, log utilization and log surge. The estimate for each MAD cutoff is labeled

with the sample size next to the MAD cutoff (expressed a percentage of the

full sample).

17Our scaling approach is similar to the approach taken in Dube and Zipperer (2015),
who combine synthetic control estimates of the effects of minimum wage changes of varying
size.
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Figure 9 illustrates the importance of screening out poor synthetic controls.

For example, in the hourly earnings rate and utilization panels, the no-cutoff

“Inf” estimates perform very poorly in the pre-period and give implausible

post-period estimates. In contrast, each finite cutoff gives pre-period weekly

averages that are quite close to zero in the pre-period and gives post-period

results that are qualitatively similar to the panel regression results.

The downside of screening by MAD is a reduced sample size and hence

greater variance in the estimate. For example, with a MAD cutoff of 2 for the

hourly earnings rate, only 16% of the synthetic control estimates are included.

In contrast, that same MAD cutoff applied to utilization allows for nearly a

quarter of estimates to be included, and when applied to the surge outcome,

about 37% of estimates can be included.

To compute a single preferred estimate, we use a two step procedure. First,

we choose a MAD cutoff and remove those estimates that are above the cutoff.

Second, we weight the remaining estimates by the inverse of the pre-period

mean squared error, putting more weight on our better estimates.

Figure 10 plots the by-week estimated treatment effects for the hourly earn-

ings rate, utilization, and surge as outcomes using the screening and weighting

scheme described above. The by-week mean is plotted in black, with a 95%

confidence interval placed around the point estimate. The component indi-

vidual synthetic control estimates are plotted in light gray. By plotting the

component fare changes, we can see that there is substantial heterogeneity in

outcomes for different cities. From the perspective of any individual driver in

any particular city, the central tendency in the data might not be experienced.

In the top panel of Figure 10, the outcome is the log hourly earnings rate.

There is a substantial pass-through of a fare increase followed by a gradual

decline. The estimated effect eventually turns negative by week 6. In the

middle panel, the outcome is the log utilization. Utilization strongly declines

following a fare increase and the change appears to be persistent. In the

bottom panel, the outcome is the log surge, which declines following a fare

increase.

Overall, the synthetic control results are broadly similar to the between-
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Figure 9: Synthetic control estimates of the effects of fare changes on market
quantities, by pre-period match criteria
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Notes: This figure plots the average difference between cities experiencing a fare change
and a synthetic control city comprising similar cities that contemporaneously did not have
a fare change. All synthetic control effects are scaled by the change in the base fare index
to make the results comparable to the panel estimates. The base fare index is the price to
passengers of an un-surged, 6 mile, 16 minute trip in that city, in that week. The hourly
earnings rate is the total earnings by drivers (excluding costs and Uber’s commission but not
including any promotional payments) divided by total hours-worked, for drivers in that city,
that week. Utilization is the total hours spent transporting passengers by drivers divided by
the total number of hours-worked. Surge is the average value of the multiplier for all trips
conducted in that city, during that week. The different lines represent different selection
criteria employed for whether a synthetic control estimate is included in the average: for
each line, the cutoff value is shown (which is either Inf, 4, 2 or 1) and next it, the fraction
of all fare changes this restriction will include.

city and within-city approaches, though the point estimates do differ (we will

explicitly compare these different estimates in the next section).
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Figure 10: Synthetic control estimates of the effects of fare changes on driver
outcomes
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Notes: This figure plots the the difference between cities experiencing a fare change and a
synthetic control city comprising similar cities that contemporaneously did not have a fare
change. Only synthetic control estimates where the maximum absolute pre-period difference
between the focal city and synthetic control was less than 2.5 are included. The solid black
line indicates the average value, weighted by the pre-period MSE, with error bars indicating
a 95% CI. All synthetic control effects are scaled by the change in the base fare index to
make the results comparable to the panel estimates. The base fare index is the price to
passengers of an un-surged, 6 mile, 16 minute trip in that city, in that week. The hourly
earnings rate is the total earnings by drivers (excluding costs and Uber’s commission but not
including any promotional payments) divided by total hours-worked, for drivers in that city,
that week. Utilization is the total hours spent transporting passengers by drivers divided
by the total number of hours-worked. Surge is the average value of the multiplier for all
trips conducted in that city, during that week.

4.8 Comparison of driver outcome estimates

We have presented estimates of the effects of fare changes using three different

approaches: between-city, within-city, and synthetic control. We plot the by-

week point estimates for the three approaches in Figure 11. The samples differ
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somewhat relative to what was presented earlier. The between-city estimates

presented here come from regressions fit only using those cities that comprise

the within-city sample. The synthetic control estimates use the pre-period

MAD cutoff of 2.5. We do not restrict the data to only UberBlack cities, as

the synthetic control estimates are already fairly imprecise.

The general pattern of results seen in in Figure 11 is similar across methods.

For the hourly earnings rate, following a fare increase, the hourly earnings rate

increases at first, but then declines over time. In the long-run, the effect on the

hourly earnings rate is close to zero for all three approaches. In contrast, for

all three approaches, we see persistent changes in both utilization and surge

following a fare change.

Despite the qualitatively similar pattern, there are substantial differences

in magnitudes. For example, the synthetic control estimate for the hourly

earnings rate shows a much larger initial pass-through of the fare change. We

also see much larger effects for both utilization and surge for the synthetic

control estimates compared to the panel estimates.

As our interest is primarily in the long-run effects of fare changes, in Ta-

ble 3, we report the point estimates at one week after a fare change, for each

of our three approaches. Starting in the leftmost column, where the outcome

is the driver hourly earnings rate, all the point estimates are close to zero.

The most negative (and least precise) is from the synthetic control, which

suggests a 10% increase would lower the driver hourly earnings rate by about

2.5%, whereas the within-city estimate suggests a 10% fare increase would

raise earnings by about 1.6%. However, none of these estimates are different

from zero at conventional significance levels.

For utilization, the within-city and between-city point estimates are quite

close, with a 10% increase in the base fare lowering utilization by about 8%.

In contrast, the (much less precise) synthetic control estimate shows a much

larger effect, implying a 10% fare increase would decrease utilization by about

15%. For surge, again, the within-city and between-city point estimates are

quite close, with a 10% fare increase reducing the average surge multiplier

by about 2.5%, whereas the imprecise synthetic control result implies a 7%
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Figure 11: Comparison of the effects of fare changes using different empirical
approaches
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Notes: This figure shows the by-week estimates of the effects of a fare change on various
market outcomes. The base fare index is the price to passengers of an un-surged, 6 mile,
16 minute trip in that city, in that week. The hourly earnings rate is the total earnings
by drivers (excluding costs and Uber’s commission but not including any promotional pay-
ments) divided by total hours-worked, for drivers in that city, that week. Utilization is the
total hours spent transporting passengers by drivers divided by the total number of hours-
worked. Surge is the average value of the multiplier for all trips conducted in that city,
during that week. Three different estimates are shown: the between-city panel estimates,
the within-city panel estimates, and the synthetic control estimates, using the 2.5 pre-period
cutoff and weighting by the inverse pre-period MSE.

decrease in average surge.18

18It is important to note that with our MAD cutoff approach, the three different outcomes
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Table 3: Comparison of week 15 elasticity estimates with respect to the base
fare, by different estimation approaches

Approach Log hourly earnings rate Log utilization Log surge

Between-city -0.102 [0.14] -0.86 [0.11] -0.267 [0.06]
Within-city 0.155 [0.18] -0.803 [0.17] -0.239 [0.05]

Synthetic Control -0.247 [0.42] -1.429 [0.54] -0.648 [0.26]

Notes: This table reports the elasticities for various outcomes at week 15 with respect
to the base fare index, using three different approaches. The base fare index is the
price to passengers of an un-surged, 6 mile, 16 minute trip in that city, in that week.
Three different estimates are shown: the between-city panel estimates (see Section 4.2),
the within-city panel estimates (see Section 4.5), and the synthetic control estimates
(see Section 4.6), using the 2.5 pre-period cut-off and weighting by the inverse pre-
period MSE. The hourly earnings rate is the total earnings by drivers (excluding costs
and Uber’s commission but not including any promotional payments) divided by total
hours-worked, for drivers in that city, that week. Utilization is the total hours spent
transporting passengers by drivers divided by the total number of hours-worked. Surge
is the average value of the multiplier for all trips conducted in that city, during that
week. See Section 2.1 for a description of the panel.

4.9 Synthetic control estimates of the effects of fare

changes on market quantities

We now turn to the effects of fare changes on market quantities, namely the

total driver hours-worked, S(w) in the model, the number of active drivers,

and the number of trips, or approximately Q in the model. As in Section 4.7,

we explore various synthetic control goodness measures.

Figure 12 shows the average synthetic control effect estimate using various

MAD cutoffs for the pre-period match. For market quantities, it is even more

important to screen out bad estimates. The estimates when the MAD cutoff

is “Inf” or ∞ exhibit poor match in the pre-period.

The three restricted estimates with a MAD cutoffs of 1, 2 and 4, all give

patterns of results that are similar, though there are differences in the point

estimates. For example, for the log trips outcome in the bottom panel, the

highly restricted sample (MAD < 1) has a final point estimate close to -2, but

are estimated with different samples, and so we do not expect the nearly accounting-identify
decomposition of the driver hourly earnings rate to hold.
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only includes 0.7% of the sample, which is actually just a single fare change.

Consistent with the increased variance that arises from using a single sample,

this series shows a jump in the number of trips in the second week following

a fare change that is almost certainly a statistical artefact, as it disappears

with the larger samples afforded by relaxing the restriction to a MAD cutoff

of 2. With a MAD cutoff of 2, the sample increases to about 12% of all fare

changes, and with a MAD cutoff of 4, it increases to a bit more than 40% of

the sample.

To compute a single preferred estimate, we use the same two step procedure

used in Section 4.7 and plot the results in Figure 13. In the top panel, the

outcome is the log number of hours-worked. The total number of hours worked

declines, with an elasticity close to −1 as early as three weeks after the fare

change. Recall that by week 3, from Figure 10, the hourly earnings rate is

still slightly positive, though the confidence interval includes zero. In short,

we observe a large reduction in hours-worked despite little or no change in the

hourly earnings rate. This is consistent with drivers supplying labor highly

elastically to Uber.

A change in the number of hours-worked could be due to changes on the

extensive or intensive margins. To explore the extensive margin, in the middle

panel, the outcome is the log number of drivers active on the platform. There

is little evidence that a fare change affects the numbers of drivers, which impli-

cates the intensive margin as the source for the change. One of the adjustment

margins discussed in Section 3—a pushing out of the supply curve—was not

a factor in explaining how the market adjusted. However, a caveat is that

estimates are quite imprecise. The lack of pre-period effects on the number of

drivers active implies that Uber cities did not engage in changes in anticipatory

on-boarding intensity (e.g., recruiting more drivers before a fare increase).

In the bottom panel, the outcome is the log number of trips taken. We can

see that the number of trips declines after a fare increase.19 We had indirect

19Note that for this outcome, there are substantially fewer paths plotted, as relatively
few synthetic control estimates could obtain a reasonable match to the focal city in the
pre-period.
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Figure 12: Synthetic control estimates of the effects of fare changes on market
quantities, by pre-period match criteria
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Notes: This figure plots the average difference between cities experiencing a fare change and
a synthetic control city comprised of similar cities that contemporaneously did not have a
fare change. The different lines represent different selection criteria employed for whether
a synthetic control estimate is included in the average: for each line, the MAD (maximum
absolute difference) cutoff value is shown (which is either Inf, 4, 2 or 1) and next it, the
fraction of all fare changes this restriction will include. Hours-worked is the total number
of hours worked (i.e., had the Uber app on and were available for dispatch or were driving
passengers, or enroute to pick up passengers) by drivers in that that city, in that week.
The number of drivers is the total number of drivers in that city that worked at least some
number of hours.

evidence that this would be the case, given the declines in utilization and

hours-worked following a fare increase.

4.10 Market labor supply elasticities

We have characterized the driver labor supply to Uber as not only being highly

elastic, but empirically indistinguishable from infinity: in the long-run, we
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Figure 13: Synthetic control estimates of the effects of fare changes on market
quantities
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Notes: This figure plots the difference between cities experiencing a fare change and a
synthetic control city comprised of similar cities that contemporaneously did not have a fare
change. The base fare index is the price to passengers of an un-surged, 6 mile, 16 minute
trip in that city, in that week. Hours-worked is the total number of hours worked (i.e., had
the Uber app on and were available for dispatch or were driving passengers, or enroute to
pick up passengers) by drivers in that that city, in that week. The number of drivers is
the total number of drivers in that city that worked at least some number of hours. The
number of trips is the number of trips completed. Only synthetic control estimates where
the maximum absolute pre-period difference between the focal city and synthetic control
was less than 2.5 are included. The solid black line indicates the average value, weighted by
the inverse pre-period MSE, with error bars indicating a 95% CI.

observe large changes in hours-worked, despite no detectable change in the

hourly earnings rate. To see this by week, we return to our between-city

approach. We compare the hourly earnings rate and the hours-worked week-

by-week, Figure 14 plots the effects on both outcomes, side by side.

In the first period after the fare increase, the hourly earnings rate increases

by about 40%. That same period, hourly-worked increases by about 20%,
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Figure 14: Effects of fare changes on driver hourly earnings rate, hours per
driver, and driver “churn” measures
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Notes: This figure plots the effects of changes in the UberX base fare on hourly total earnings
(which includes promotional payments) and (2) hours-worked per driver. These effects are
from an OLS estimation of Equation 2. The sample is a panel of US cities—see Section 2.1
for a description. The x-axis are weeks relative to a fare change. The independent variable is
the base fare index. The base fare index is the price to passengers of an un-surged, 6 mile, 16
minute trip in that city, in that week. As all outcomes are in logs, the point estimates can be
interpreted as elasticities, which are estimated using both fare increases and decreases. The
horizontal dashed blue line in the post period indicates the “long-run” effect corresponding
to Equation 1. Fixed effects are included for the city and for the week. 95% CIs are shown
for each point estimate and standard errors are clustered at the city level.

implying a 0.5 labor supply elasticity. An important caveat is that both mea-

sures are imprecise. This is not an elasticity that applies in later weeks: note

that by 15 weeks after the fare change, there is no difference in the observed

hourly earnings rate, and yet there is about a 20% reduction in hours-worked,

implying an infinite labor supply elasticity.

How do we reconcile infinite elasticity findings with highly credible (and

finite) micro estimates from this exact same empirical context—namely An-

grist et al. (2017) and Chen et al. (2017)? Part of the reconciliation is that the

market labor supply elasticity is not the average of the individual labor supply

elasticities of drivers on the platform. As a simple but extreme example, imag-

ine that drivers have idiosyncratic reservation wages, but no intensive margin

elasticity—they either work or they do not. If there are sufficient numbers of
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drivers with reservation wages near the market wage, then we might find the

market labor supply is highly elastic, even though each inframarginal driver

has a labor supply elasticity of zero at the market wage. In short, a group of

highly inelastic workers at the going market wage can create a highly elastic

market labor supply.

In the Uber context, it seems quite likely that the region around the market

wage is indeed “thick” with workers near their reservation wage, given the

existence of competitor platforms. As such, both platforms would have lots of

bunching of individual reservation wages near the market wage.

This market-versus-individual elasticity distinction is important when com-

paring our results to Chen et al. (2017). A driver could be highly elastic with

respect to the platform, but still evince “micro” behaviors consistent with a

finite elasticity. Suppose there exists a competitor ride-sharing platform that

offers exactly the same average hourly earnings rate and the same temporal

pattern of variation in that rate. Would-be drivers could be indifferent be-

tween the two platforms—suppose there is an ε of switching cost. Drivers

would still decide when to work, weighing off changes in their outside option

to the current platform hourly earnings rate. They would obtain a surplus

because of this ability to pick and choose and would exhibit a “reasonable”

Frisch labor supply elasticity.

Now, suppose that the alternative platform could offer hourly earnings

rates w + ∆w, with ∆w > ε, no matter how many drivers switched. All

drivers would switch, and we would observe an effectively infinite labor supply

elasticity to the platform even though on the new platform, they go back to

working in a manner consistent with a finite Frisch labor supply elasticity.

5 Discussion and conclusion

The key finding of the paper is that following a fare change, ride-sharing

markets adjust primarily through changes in driver utilization. There is no

detectable long-run effect on the driver hourly earnings rate, with a “long-run”

being about 8 weeks. This is consistent with drivers supplying labor highly
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elastically to Uber. Simply comparing the main time series, we can see that

despite large reductions in fares, there has been no detectable trend in average

hourly earnings rate. Interestingly, this lack of price effects on average seems

to apply even to the introduction of Uber into US cities—Berger et al. (2017)

presents evidence that the introduction of Uber lowered the average hourly

earnings of professional drivers, but as Angrist et al. (2017) point out, the

increase in earnings from self-employed drivers left the average unchanged.

In our empirical analysis, we assumed that Uber was changing fares without

conditioning on market-specific attributes. When ride-sharing markets were

less mature and there was less practical experience in managing these markets,

assuming Uber would change fares as-if at random is plausible. With hindsight

about how the market seems to adjust, Uber might make different choices—

namely by picking a preferred fare/utilization equilibrium.

From any particular market starting point, at a higher fare, there are fewer

rides taken, but revenue per ride is higher (assuming a fixed commission).

Revenue is higher both for the simple reason that the fare is higher, but also

because Uber can meet the lower level of demand with fewer hours driven,

which, if Uber faced an upward sloping labor supply curve, means those hours

would earn a lower hourly rate. This second aspect to the problem—the affect

of the fare on labor costs—appears to be moot, as we find that Uber seems to

instead face a horizontal labor supply curve. As such, it has no incentive to

distort the quantity of rides to be lower, as it would with an upward sloping

labor supply curve.

With a higher driver utilization, each hour of work is more productive,

allowing Uber to meet the same amount of passenger demand with fewer

drivers. Although utilization is, as we show, sensitive to the fare, many of

Uber’s platform improvements can interpreted as attempts to raise utilization

though technological means, such as “forward dispatch” (matching drivers be-

fore their current trip is finished based on predicted drop-off time and location)

and having passengers re-locate slightly before pick-up. With the move to up-

front pricing, Uber could potetially charge more for utilization-reducing trips,

such as those to areas where a return trip with a paying passenger is unlikely.
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To the extent we think of Uber’s fare selection problem as applying a

markup rule to its unit costs, technological improvements in utilization would

lower those unit costs, implying that the optimal fare adjustment has typi-

cally been a fare reduction. This line of argument provides an intriguing as-if

explanation for why Uber has continually reduced the base fare over time. It

would also explain why, if anything, the hourly earnings rate rose following fare

cuts—if Uber was cutting fares because a higher utilization was obtainable,

the pre-cut fare was unprofitably in the elastic region of the demand curve

(recall Proposition 1, which signed the effects of fare changes on the driver

hourly earnings rate in terms of the position on the demand curve).

This paper has focused on market-level attributes and outcomes. A natural

direction for future work would be to take an individual driver perspective.

In particular, it would be interesting to consider driver micro labor supply

decisions, focusing on the role of the individual differences in costs. It seems

probable that drivers vary in their preferences over the different utilization

equilibria, both because of their personal preferences about being “busy” as

well as their capital, with drivers with less fuel efficient vehicles preferring the

low utilization equilibrium.
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